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is also a textual basis. In South Arabian inscriptions, cAthtar is plainly
referred to as Venus, the "Day Star."3 Others have marshalled evi-
dence that cAthtar was depicted as luminous in Ugaritic literature.4

A major obstacle to correlating cAthtar with Hëlël ben-Sähar is that
the Ugaritic texts are very clear that both cAthtar and Sahar were the
offspring of El and Athirat.5 How then could cAthtar (if he is equated
with Hëlël ben-Sähar) therefore be the "son" of Sahar? Those who
favor an Ugaritic provenance argue that there is evidence that cAthtar
was not only identified with Venus in the South Arabian inscriptions
alluded to above, but also in Ganaanite religious texts.6 "Shining One"
is also known to have been an epithet of the Morning Star/Venus in
Akkadian religious texts.7 Since Venus (Hëlël ben-Sähar) was visible in
the light of the dawn before the actual appearance of the sun over
the horizon, Venus could be understood as being brought forth by the
dawn (Sahar) in astronomical, not genealogical, terms.8 The author of
Isa. xiv 12 could conceivably have been referring to Venus, the morn-
ing star, by its epithet, "Shining One." "Dawn" would then not be
personified in Isa. xiv 12.9 There may therefore be no incongruity with
the Ganaanite material (in terms of the names used) if the phrase "son
of the dawn" is understood as a reference to cAthtar's (Venus') appear-
ance, and not a reference to genealogy, as so many scholars have
presumed. There are other more significant obstacles to an Ugaritic
provenance, however.

* Oldenburg, "Above the Stars of El," pp 206ff See also M S Smith, "The God
Athtar in the Ancient Near East and His Place in KTU 1 61 , " in Solving Riddles and
Untying Knots Biblical, Epigraphe, and Semitic Studies in Honor of Jonas C Greenfield (ed

ben-Sähar expresses the relationship of the
individual entity to its class or category (cf phrases such as ben}ädäm in Ez
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IV A proposed solution to the alleged incongruities in an Ugaritic mythological

provenance

The recent scholarship on the god cAthtar compels a reconsidera-
tion of the Bacal-cAthtar mythology as the mythological provenance of
Isa xiv 12-15 If one asserts that the elements of the episode involv-
ing Hëlël ben-Sähar have as their source the Bacal-cAthtar myths, the
problems rehearsed above must be resolved I believe that resolution
of all of them is possible if one jettisons the assumptions that have
become part of the hermeneutical approach to these myths

First, the work of Xella and others has demonstrated that the con-
ventional understanding of the Bacal-cAthtar saga as reflecting a divine
belittling of a weak, dwarfish deity is no longer tenable As noted
above, cAthtar's presumed feebleness is not the issue, for every other
god would have failed to fill Bacal's gigantic throne There is there-
fore no inherent obstacle to an cAthtar-Hëlël ben-Sähar equation

Second, many scholars who have persisted in denying the Bacal-
cAthtar provenance have done so on the basis that any Ugantic mytho-
logical provenance to the Hëlël ben-Sähar episode must have an El
myth in view The absolutely consistent Bacal imagery, namely the
paralleled phrases beyarkete säpon and 'ecelêcal-bam°tê cäb of Isa xiv

13-14, argues decisively against this assumption Scholarly resistance
to seeing Bacal mythology here and in other texts which contain the
former phrase (such as Ps xlvm 1-2) has entrenched itself along two
lines of argumentation, namely that the author of Isa xiv 12-15 has
either fused Bacal and El epithets, or that certain phrases in the text
require an El myth as the passage's literary origin

With respect to the first of these rejoinders, while it is true that the
Hebrew Bible at times appropriates both El and Bacal imagery and
indiscriminately attributes the imagery of each deity to Yahweh, a
retreat to this logic is unnecessary here One need only make this
argument if one disregards the fact that all the mythological elements
in Isa xiv 12-15 have correspondences in Bacal mythology Put another
way, the question is not whether mythological amalgamation occurs
in the Hebrew Bible—it does The question is whether this is the case
in Isa xiv 12-15 In response to the second notion, that certain ele-
ments in Isa xiv 12-15 necessitate seeing El mythology here, I offer
the following for consideration The reference to the intent of Hëlël
ben-Sähar to be above the "stars of El" and to sit upon the "mount
of assembly" does not overturn my contention that the














